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The sailing ship and the dynamic mechanism of
engine parts represent Hyundai Heavy Industries’
commitment to tiding over the high waves it may
face in 2016 on the journey to return to
profitability.
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2016 :
Year of
Turning
Profit
Choi Kil-seon, Chairman & CEO

W

e have the regrettable duty to inform our
stakeholders that Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI)
fell short of returning to profitability in fiscal year
2015 notwithstanding a series of comprehensive restructuring
measures. In particular, the aggressive order-winning attempts
over the past years have backfired in the fields of shipbuilding,
offshore and industrial plant business. The shrinking work
volume of engine and machinery, electro electric systems and
construction equipment businesses also has taken toll on our
balance sheet.
However, we cannot afford to remain dismayed by two years
of lackluster performance or unfavorable business circumstances
including the US interest rate hike, the oil price crash and the
slowdown of the Chinese economy. Now is the time for all HHI
employees to rise to the occasion and tap into their full potential
to lay the solid foundation for turnaround.
HHI set an annual sales target of 21.6396 trillion Korean
won and new orders goal of $19.5 billion this year. Although
the figures seem rather challenging, we will make utmost efforts
to achieve the business goal, keeping in mind the words of HHI
Group’s late founder Chung Ju-yung, “Success or failure of all tasks
depends on the mind and attitude of the person who does them.”

To do so, we are firmly committed to achieving the following
business guidelines for 2016.
First, we must return to profitability.
It is the harsh reality that even global top companies with
a long history could be wiped out in a moment once falling
into the trap of complacency. The same holds true for us. We
have to admit that we missed the opportunities to make preemptive changes and failed to catch up with the fast-changing
market environment while resting on our laurels. Failing to push
ahead with necessary reforms, we have suffered massive losses
since 2014. However, based on thorough self-reflection, a new
way of thinking and a new approach to work, we will achieve
profitability at any cost this year.
Second, we must establish the system of total responsibility
management.
We have different business lines, thereby a different set
of competitors, but everything had been managed under a
uniform approach. However, from the start of this year, each
business division will be managed under division-specific
total responsibility management system where division
representatives have the highest level of authority and
accountability as the de facto CEO of their own organizations.

Kwon Oh-gap, President & CEO

Under the new system, each division will strengthen its
differentiated competitiveness further on core businesses and
nurture future growth engines.
To be supportive of this system, we have already transferred
an array of administrative functions to each business division.
Division representatives should also work to pool collective
wisdom and insights of their members so that HHI can truly
become the undisputed leader in its respective sectors again.
Third, we will rekindle passion in us and rebuild trust of our clients.
We will spare no effort to build a healthy corporate culture
whereby all members can have heart-to-heart communication,
and have a passion for their work, and to establish a rewarding
workplace that we can take pride in. By realizing these promises,
we will retrieve the proud title of “Hyundai of Technology” and
“Hyundai of Quality”. We have a passion in us. We also have
earned a strong trust that is unique to HHI and coveted by many.
Inspired by Hyundai Spirit, we were able to overcome numerous
challenges and difficulties over the past years. We will surely
stand resolute to regain the trust of our clients by rekindling
passion and rebuilding trust this year.
Last but not least, we will achieve overwhelming technological edge.
We have to face the grueling reality that without overwhelming

technological edge it would be unthinkable for us to survive in
this highly competitive world. Even if it costs us time,
we need to start over from where we can do best. Bearing in
mind that technological advancement does not come overnight
but requires unrelenting dedication and painstaking effort, all HHI
employees and management will go back to the basics to regain
our proud title. Moreover, with enhanced safety supervision
and quality improvement campaigns, we will make sure ongoing
projects are completed at a profit.
We appreciate continued support of all our stakeholders
towards this end.
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The most important goal for this year is to return to
profitability. To attain this, we need to change.
The changes in our thoughts and actions are essential.
We must work in creative ways from the scratch.

Panoramic View of HHI’s Shipbuilding Yard
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A
“One of my main challenges is

how to rekindle workers’
passion and rebuild
their trust in the midst of
the sweeping restructuring
drive and uncertainties about
the marketplace.”

fter two tumultuous years of
multiple business setbacks, South
Korea’s industrial giant Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI) is trying to get out
of the mire by dramatically changing how
the company is run.
At the forefront of the on-going
sweeping reform drive to be reborn as
a new company is CEO Kwon Oh-gap
who has had to take on the immense
challenges facing the company which is
struggling to put its business back on the

to meet them in a proactive way.
One of Kwon’s main challenges is how
to rekindle workers’ passion and rebuild
their trust in the midst of the sweeping
restructuring drive and uncertainties
about the marketplace.
The CEO is constantly having one-onone chats with executives over early
morning breakfasts to listen to their
views directly, a practice he kept for
a long time at Hyundai Oilbank,
an affiliate of Hyundai Heavy Industries.

As Kwon has a proven track record of turning
around the refinery with his aggressive yet
free-and-easy management style, he will be able
to turn HHI to a profit-making mode amid
adverse economic conditions.

Kwon Oh-gap, President & CEO

1
2 3
1 CEO Mr. Kwon talks about his plan for this year in the interview
with the New Horizons.
2 The president, shaking hands with employees at the gate,
wants to change rigid corporate culture.
3 Kwon’s focus is on HHI’s people, stressing on-site safety and
better working conditions.

right track and achieve a breakthrough
towards renewed growth.
On about one and a half years into his
job, the 65-year-old is making an indelible
mark on key aspects of corporate culture,
taking a hands-on approach to fixing
a host of problems within the company.
Not surprisingly, Kwon stood firm
in reshuffling organizations and
managing executives and introduced
rounds of cost-cutting programs to
try to turn things around. But the core
of his turnaround strategy is better
engagement with managers and workers.
Since taking the helm of HHI in
September 2014 when the company’s
woes deepened with heavy losses and
slumping new orders, Kwon has pushed
hard to change the soul and body of
the company and put the focus less on
quantity and more on quality, and he is
now convinced the company is moving
forward in the right direction.
HHI’s once rigid corporate culture is
changing and evolving, albeit slowly,
as the CEO keeps placing a high priority
on creating a culture of communication
in which management and employees
share common goals and work together

Days after completing his military service
as a commissioned officer of Republic
of Korea Marine Crops in 1978, Kwon
joined HHI where he spent more than
38 years in diverse sectors including
international business, corporate affairs
and administrative management.
He moved in September 2010 to
Hyundai Oilbank where he turned the
loss-making company into the most
profitable of South Korea’s four refiners
by upgrading its facilities, diversifying
crude-oil import sources and venturing
into new businesses. He is known for
having meetings with the entire 1,850
employees during his four-year period at
the refinery.
Though Kwon has a great proven track
record of turning around the refinery
with his aggressive yet free-and-easy
management style, it remains to be seen
how soon he will be able to turn HHI to
a profit-making mode amid increasingly
choppy economic conditions.
Kwon said HHI will tighten its belt
further this year, strive to “do better
in the fields we are good at” and “hold
off unnecessary investments” in order
to achieve its business targets though

adverse external conditions may keep
squeezing the world’s biggest shipbuilder.
“We have been somewhat complacent
about the No. 1 position in physical size
over the years, failing to adapt to rapidly
changing business environment and
recording huge losses in the past two
years, which is a painful experience for
us,” said Kwon. “That’s why we are feeling
numb to the bone now.”
He said HHI will proceed with its plans
to liquidate or spin off unprofitable
businesses. “HHI’s previous management
had turned their eyes to new businesses
on the pretext of seeking a new growth
engine, but now is the time to enhance
competitiveness within the boundary of
its existing businesses.”

Consensus for Change
Kwon added the consensus is building up
among managers and employees that they
will not be able to safeguard their workplace
unless they are changed together.
Suggesting “Change Together” as its
main slogan for this year, HHI aims to
achieve its business goals of 21.6 trillion
Korean won (\) in sales and $19.5 billion
in the amount of new orders received.
The order target for this year is as much
as $3.4 billion less than the previous year’s
target, reflecting the stark reality facing
the marketplace hit hard by a relentless
slide in crude oil prices and the prolonged
delay in the global economic recovery.
Kwon said the company would focus
on orders with higher margin and
profitability in bidding for new projects,
ending the past practice of chasing lowmargin orders to keep its shipyards busy
in a red-hot competition with local and
Chinese shipbuilders.

In a meeting with senior executives, the president
shares his vision on how to tackle the current crisis.
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“The most important goal for this year is
to return to profitability. To attain this,
we need to change. The changes in our
thoughts and actions are essential.
We must work in creative ways from
the scratch,” Kwon said.
Kwon aims to buoy profitability by
slashing costs and closing nonviable
businesses. One of the first things he did as
CEO was to cut the number of executives
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leaders to ask for their cooperation to
survive in extremely hard times and his
strenuous efforts to win the hearts of
workers appear to be paying off.
Last December, HHI’s unionized
workers voted in favor of a wage deal
reached between the management and
union leaders who agreed to freeze
the base salary but give workers some
bonus and incentives.

As part of his reform drive, Kwon has
delegated greater management responsibilities
to each business division. Under the Total
Responsibility Management System, business
division heads will have the highest level of
authority and accountability.

by a third to around 180, and about 1,500
employees have left the company under
a voluntary retirement scheme. Despite
objections from the union, he introduced
a new performance-based system in which
high performers will get higher wage
increases than poor performers.
Kwon has returned all of his pay to
the company since he assumed the CEO
job in 2014 and he said he would keep
doing so until the company makes
a profit. Last November, the company’s
executives also vowed to return their
salaries as part of an intensive costcutting program. Senior executives are
now returning up to half of their salaries,
and department heads 10% of their
salaries.
Kwon and other senior executives are
using economy class in air travels.

More on Competitive Drive
The CEO emphasized the company should
not dismiss employees under job cut
programs though there may be transfer
of employees between business divisions
as a result of restructuring.
He has actively engaged with union

HHI suffered a record operating loss in
2014 of about $3 billion as cost overruns
mounted in a number of new projects at
its offshore engineering division.
The company failed to rebound in 2015
to record operating loss of \1.54 trillion
($1.27 billion), mainly due to unexpected
huge losses stemming from delivery
cancellation of semisubmersible rigs in
the offshore business.
The deficit highlights the continued
challenges facing South Korea’s
largest shipbuilders, which shifted their
strategies to focus on deep-sea drilling
rigs and production facilities after the
global financial crisis and low oil prices
dampened orders.
Kwon said HHI would try to “restore
its pride and reputation” and “regain the
trust of our customers” with technological
innovation and higher quality products
despite some cases of cost overrun and
customer complaints over mishandling of
some projects.
“It’s important to attain technological
prowess. We have to face the grueling
reality of this moment, that without
technology it would be difficult to survive,”
he said.

Aerial View of HHI’s Offshore Yard

Kwon sees a tough year for shipbuilding
and most of the other six business
divisions of the company in 2016 mainly
because of lower oil prices and the
economic slowdown in China.
The Offshore Engineering and Industrial
Plant divisions, in particular, will see a big
drop in new orders because of low oil
prices and they would have to focus on
completing the on-going projects to
the fullest satisfaction of clients.
In the shipbuilding sector, the company
will try to maintain its competitive edge
over rivals in building LNG carriers,
super-size containerships, VLCC and VLGC
while continuously developing advanced
technologies for eco-friendly vessels and
smart ships.
Kwon said the Construction Equipment
Division would closely look at risk
management of its Chinese operations
as the world’s second largest economy
falters. The company has recently closed

two factories in China amid a sharp drop in
new orders in the world’s second largest
economy. As China's growth cooled,
manufacturing has been hit hard by
China’s faltering construction sector.
Kwon said the lifting of international
sanctions on Iran will open up rare
business opportunities for HHI across
a host of sectors from power plants to
ships and construction vehicles this year.
Iran emerged from years of economic
isolation in January after crippling
sanctions were lifted in return for Tehran
complying with steps to curb its nuclear
ambitions. South Korea’s trade ministry
also lifted a ban on trade with Iran in
nearly all sectors including petrochemicals,
automobiles, shipbuilding, shipping,
construction and financial services.
“Our company has maintained good
ties with Iran for a long time, and I have
focused on prospective business projects
in Iran since I returned to HHI in 2014

from Hyundai Oilbank,” he said.
As part of his reform drive, Kwon
has delegated greater management
responsibilities to each business division.
Under the newly introduced Total
Responsibility Management System,
business division heads will have the highest
level of authority and accountability,
with the management support function
merged into each of the divisions.
Kwon has also overhauled the way
the company tackles safety and compliance
issues after its corporate image has been
tarnished by a string of fatal workplace
accidents and bribery cases in recent years.
In May last year, the company
announced a package of steps including
adding more in-house safety supervisors,
reviewing safety handbooks and more
training programs for its own workers
and subcontractors.
The company is also waging an
aggressive anticorruption drive within

the company, significantly raising
the rewards for those who tip illegal
business practice. Kwon stressed
a corporate turnaround starts with people.
“It’s all about the people”.
By Alex Lee
The writer is a journalist based in Seoul.
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Getting Ready for
Take-Off

The Management Goals of Each Division of HHI

2016 New Order Target
(Unit: Million USD)
HHI Total

19,495

Shipbuilding

Electro Electric Systems

2,291

Green Energy

315

Industrial Plant &
Engineering

1,000

Offshore & Engineering

-Improving productivity with
digital innovation and total
responsibility management
system

-Completing on-going projects
with profit on the basis of an
enhanced safety at yard and
quality management

The division sets the goal
of sharpening its business
competitiveness on the basis of total
responsibility management system.
On top of that, the division will also
embark on setting up Smart Work
System where swift decision-making
and inter-divisional cooperation can
be realized with the help of the-stateof-the-art IT technology.
The division will also enhance
order-winning competitiveness
with the introduction of large-sized
ethane carriers and LNG-powered
containerships

The division sets highest priority on
timely project completion. Bearing
in mind that without guaranteeing
safety and quality, sustainable
business operation is impossible,
it will put more emphasis on
making safe working environment.
Moreover, by improving its project
execution capability, the division
will surely wrap up on-going
projects with profits.

Industrial Plant &
Engineering
-Carrying out on-going projects
on schedule
-Improving cash flow
The division will make its utmost
efforts to complete Jeddah South
and Shuqaiq project on schedule.
For the on-time completion of these
projects, the division will closely
monitor domestic and overseas risks
and come up with proper measure in
case of emergency, and will deepen
and broaden the cooperation with
the client. To improve its cash flow,
the division will double-check
unexecuted budget and take
an active stance in claims at the
negotiation table with the client.

Offshore & Engineering

3,200
Electro Electric Systems
-Establishing Quality Assurance
Test Center
-Accelerating product innovation
Constuction Equipment

The division aims to enhancing
product and quality competitiveness
with the completion of Quality
Assurance Test Center by summer
this year. It will also exert its fullfledged efforts to accelerate
innovation with client-tailored
marketing strategies and products.

1,814
Shipbuilding

8,468
Engine & Machinery

2,407

Construction Equipment
-Managing risks for overseas
businesses
-Turning a profit for its global
production
The division plans to lay the solid
foundation for a sustainable growth
and turning a profit with the
normalization of overseas businesses
and material cost reduction.
In particular, the division set its sight
on improving its global balance
sheet through the thorough risk
control of its incorporated firms in
China and the localization of main
construction equipment parts.

Green Energy
-Boosting the production of high
value-added solar products
-Narrowing the competitiveness
gap with front runners via cost
cutting efforts
With rigorous cost cutting efforts,
the division targets to narrow
competitiveness gap with market
leaders. The division puts its priority
on pioneering new markets with the
high growth potential, and increasing
sales of high value-added solar
products in an effort to achieve its
annual business goal.

Engine & Machinery
-Implementing product-specific
total responsibility management
system
-Gearing up for securing
technological edge
The division will maximize customer
satisfaction with customer-tailored
products and services. In a way to
improve quality and reduce costs
further, the division revamped its
organization structure into four
product-based categories; 2-stroke
engine, 4-stroke engine and onshore
power generation, new business
and global services. The division
will also take action for securing
technological edge with eco-friendly
products complying with global
environmental regulation.
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01
HHI’s Financial
Highlights for 2015
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI)
posted 46.2317 trillion Korean
won in sales, 12.1% decline from
the previous year, while operating
loss and net loss came in at 1.5401
trillion won and 1.3632 trillion
won, a 52.6% and 38.2% drop,
respectively, from a year earlier.
An HHI officer said, “2015
was a tough year for us due to
unfavorable market conditions
such as prolonged low oil prices
and global economic downturn.
We suffered losses incurred
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from the cancellation of
semisubmersible rigs and
increased man-hours and delivery
delays of offshore projects
triggered by design changes.”
Q4 Performance
On a quarter-on-quarter basis,
HHI posted sales of 11.1391 trillion
won during the fourth quarter
while generating an operating loss
and net loss of 279.1 billion won
and 378 billion won, respectively.
Compared to the 3Q 2015, sales
increased 2%, while narrowing
operating loss and net loss by
618.5 billion won and 239.6 billion
won respectively.
HHI remained in deficit due to
a one-off maintenance cost for
drillships it delivered, loss provision

03
New Eco-Friendly
Breakthrough
Technology:
The World’s First
Tier III-Compliant
High Pressure SCR

for NASR offshore project, and
increased on-site costs for Jeddah
South and Shuquaiq power plant
projects. Construction equipment
business also stayed in red due to
lackluster sales and restructuring
costs for ailing subsidiaries.
Meanwhile, HHI’s refinery
affiliate Hyundai Oilbank saw
profit increases on the back of the
refining margin growth. Engine &
Machinery, Electro Electric System
and Green Energy business also
reported profits with the help of
continuing cost cutting efforts.

Towards Turnaround in 2016
HHI put returning to profitability
as a top priority for 2016. HHI
expects that its comprehensive
restructuring will pay off in 2016
through liquidating unprofitable
overseas subsidiaries, launching HR
efficiency enhancement program
and shoring up finances by selling
off stock assets.
“We are committed to
returning to profitability this year
with rigorous cost cutting and
manufacturing process stabilization,”
the officer added.

Consolidated Earnings for the Year 2015
Category

(Unit: Korean won)

Year 2015

Year 2014

Changes

Sales

46.2317 trillion

52.5824 trillion

▼  12.1%

Operating Profit

- 1.5401 trillion

- 3.2495 trillion

▲ 52.6%

Net Profit

- 1.3632 trillion

- 2.2061 trillion

▲ 38.2%

02
Tera-Block
Shipbuilding Method
Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries
(HSHI) adopted the ‘tera-block
construction method’ to build ships
using super-large blocks that weigh
over 6,000 tons apiece. The new
building method can contribute to
productivity gains, as the bigger
blocks, the shorter assembly lines.
This method takes three to five
tera blocks to build a 15,000 TEU
containership. Each large block
weighs 10,000 tons, and measures
89 meters in length, 51 meters in
width and 30 meters in depth. In a

conventional way, the same sized
containership is built with dozens
of unit blocks, which are finally
assembled in the dry docks using
the large gantry cranes.
In a new method, HSHI puts
mega-size blocks together in
assembly shops and transports them
onto a 40,000-ton capacity floating
dock by heavy-duty transporters on
rails that span from the shops to the
floating dock.
In the final stage, 10,000-ton
tera blocks on the floating dock
are towed to the water-filled dock,
where huge blocks are finally
assembled and launched. This year,
HSHI plans to build five ships with
the method, expecting to shorten
the average construction period by
three weeks.

HHI produced the world’s first
High Pressure Selective Catalytic
Reduction (HP SCR) system
for the dramatic reduction of
NOx emissions from 2-stroke
marine engines.
The HP SCR can reduce NOx
emissions up to 99 percent by
using ammonia as a catalyst,
and thus complies with IMO NOx
Tier III requirement that took
effect in January 2016. Shipping
companies can save their fuel
cost in that the HP SCR system
can be applied to heavy fuel
oil that costs half as much as
marine gas oil. HHI completed
the certificate test of the HP
SCR, the fruit of an 18-month
long research and development,
in December 2015 with the
presence of DNV-GL. The first HP
SCR was installed in a 20,600 m3
LPG carrier under construction
at Hyundai Mipo Dockyard,
a shipbuilding affiliate of HHI
on February 5, 2016. HHI won
the orders of five HP SCR
systems to date, and set the
annual order target of more
than 100 units by 2018.

04
Five More World
Class Products
Accredited by
Korean Government
HHI Group gained the “World Class
Products” certification on five
more products: LNG FSRU, LNG
carrier, juice carrier, pure car truck
carrier (PCTC) and product carrier.
This recognition has brought the
total number of the title-winning
products to 48:34 for Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI) and seven
each for Hyundai Mipo Dockyard
(HMD) and Hyundai Samho Heavy

Industries (HSHI).
‘World Class Products’ is a policy
where the Korean government
selects products that have over 5%
global market share, rank within
the Top 5 in their market, and have
an international market worth
over $50 million with exports of $5
million annually.
HHI takes up 60% of LNG FSRU
market share, winning seven LNG
FSRU since 2011 and delivering
three of them so far.
The LNG FSRU receives liquefied
natural gas from gas carriers,
regasifies and sends it to shore
through pipelines. An LNG FSRU
can save more time and cost
to build than an onshore LNG
terminal. Its maneuverability can
max out the operation where

the energy is in urgent need.
HMD is ranked the 2nd in
building PCTC taking 20% of the
global market. It has bagged 41
PCTC orders and handed over
27 of them since 2007. HMD
also delivered two juice carriers
equipped with 14 contaminationfree, stainless tanks which can
carry 16,000 liters of enriched juice
cooled at -7°
C. HMD is the only
juice carrier builder in Korea.
HSHI was named in the “World
Class Products” list by successfully
building and delivering LNG
carriers (ranked 5th with the
market share of 11%) and largesize product carriers (ranked 1st
with the market share of 54%).

who went through congenital
cardiac surgery with the help of
the donation in the past.
The accumulated donation
amount that has been raised
through the charity campaign
over the past six years reached
more than 1.34 billion won used
for treating 140 plus patients
and their families suffering from

cardiac disease, leukemia or
childhood cancer.
Moreover, at the end of last
year, HHI decided to extend “the
Woosoori Donation Agreement”
for two more years to 2017,
and allocate the charity to the
aforementioned three organizations
by the share of 50%, 25% and
25% respectively.

05
Joining Hands to
Share Monthly
Salary with the less
Privileged
HHI held a ceremony for charity
donation its employees made
by sharing changes (‘woosoori’
in Korean) of their monthly
wages for the less privileged
in the local community. In the
ceremony, about 226 million
Korean won that about 24,300
or 96% of total HHI employee
made in 2015 was donated to
the Korea Heart Foundation, the
Korean Association of Children
with Leukemia and Cancer and
Community Chest of Ulsan today in
the presence of the beneficiaries
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06
Launching New
Patrol Vessel
For Korea Coast
Guard
HHI held a launching ceremony for
its second 5,000-ton patrol vessel
Lee Chung-ho in December 2015
and will hand over to Korea Coast
Guard Maritime Security & Safety
by April 2016.
The launching ceremony was
attended by Prime Minister
Hwang Kyo-ahn; Choi Kil-seon,
chairman and CEO of HHI; Kim
Jeong-hwan, COO of HHI’s
Shipbuilding Division; Hong Ik-tae,
Korea Coast Guard commissioner
general; and 100 other participants
at HHI’s Ulsan shipyard.
The new patrol vessel is named
after a late coastguard officer,
Lee Chung-ho, who lost his life in

07
Localization
Initiative for Main
Equipment for
Offshore Plants
HHI has signed a memorandum
of understanding to localize main
equipment and materials for
offshore plants with Doosan Heavy
Industries & Construction (DHIC)
and Center for Creative Economy &
Innovation in Ulsan and Gyongnam.
HHI and DHIC agreed to develop

the line of duty in December 2011
while trying to detain an intruding
fishing boat in the rich fishing
grounds of the Yellow Sea.
The vessel is HHI’s second 5,000ton patrol vessel after Sambongho that HHI built in 2002 and is
now in operation off Dokdo Island

six main items of equipment for
offshore plants such as FPSO units
and tension leg platforms. HHI will
apply Doosan’s power technology
to its offshore plants, jointly
developing metallic materials for
offshore floating structures.
In September 2014, HHI formed
a task force team that took on the
localization of main equipment.
Since then, it has successfully
installed 38 major items onto
offshore plants at its yards. The
localized supplies are assorted with
pressure vessels, air compressors
and heat exchangers that local
manufacturers developed. DHIC
developed ‘low-temperature

for salvaging missions, patrolling
and towing wrecked ships.
The new patrol ship is 150.5 m
long and 16.5 m wide, and can sail
with a maximum speed of 48 km / h,
with an accommodation capacity of
104 crews. The vessel is equipped
with a hybrid propulsion system

cast and forged materials for
offshore plants’ in 2012, striving
to localize ‘high efficiency largesized gas turbines’ as the leading
company of government’s national
research project since 2013. “With
most of the major equipment and
materials imported from abroad,
our localization initiative will drive
our competitiveness forward
in the offshore plant business.
It will benefit our clients and
subcontractors in terms of cost and
construction time,” said Mr. Kim
Sook-hyun, COO of HHI’s Offshore
& Engineering Division.

that uses a diesel engine and an
electric motor making it more
reliable in reducing noise, vibration
and improving fuel consumption.
The vessel also has 76-mm and 40mm naval guns, a 20-mm Vulcan,
and two 14-m and two 10-m rigidhulled inflatable boats.

08
Order for
Fuel-Efficient
LNG Carriers
From SK E&S
HHI was awarded the order
to build two 180,000 m3
membrane-type LNG carriers
from Korean gas and power
enterprise, SK E&S.
The LNG carriers are
scheduled to be delivered from
the first half of 2019 for the
transportation of shale gas
produced from the Freeport LNG
Project in the US Gulf of Mexico.
This LNG carriers feature
high-efficient and eco-friendly
solutions highlighting a dual
fuel X-DF engine and Hi-SGAS,
HHI’s proprietary gas fuel
supply system for DF engines
the fuel efficient LNG carriers
are expected to save up to
$26 million in operating costs
during their expected service
life compared with other sameclass LNG carriers.

Hyundai-10000
Length: 182m / Width: 70m / Operating Draft: 6m / Lifting Capacity: 10,000-ton

The World’s Biggest Shear-Leg Floating Crane
With the Hyundai-10000, Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) can make a single
10,000-ton block, pick it up and install it at one time. It wouldn’t be hard to calculate
how much man-hours and construction time the world’s largest shipbuilder can
save from the streamlined lifting process.
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Hyundai Chemical
To Refine New Niche

I
“Technology can be bought at
a price, but the skill to operate that
technology can’t be bought.
That’s why we need to continuously
develop talent.”

Kang Myung-sub, President & CEO of Hyundai Chemical

t’s a new world order. As China’s growth
slows and oil prices fall, many large
manufacturers around the world have
hunkered down to weather hard times.
But some firms with means and vision–
like Hyundai Heavy Industries’ oil refining
affiliate Hyundai Oilbank–are taking this
chance to carve out a new niche.
The newly established Hyundai
Chemical, a 60-40 joint venture between
Hyundai Oilbank and Lotte Chemical,
sees the oil refiner expand into a new
field–petrochemical manufacturing.
“When the price of crude oil falls,
the price of petrochemical products falls
as well. But unlike shipbuilding, when
oil prices fall, there is more demand for
petrochemical products. It’s similar to
people taking more car trips when gasoline
prices go down,” said Kang Myung-sub,
president & CEO of Hyundai Chemical.
Kang, with almost three decades of
experience in the oil refining industry,
has firsthand experience building
Hyundai Oilbank’s tech tree of refinement
facilities from the ground up.
However, his biggest accomplishment
is still ahead, with the joint venture’s new
plant to open by this year with an annual
production capacity of 1 million tons of a
petrochemical product called ‘mixed xylene.’
“We’ve been working on the plant for
the last two years. Plants go through
four stages before being born–design,
purchasing materials, construction and
commissioning. The commissioning,
where all problems come to light, is the
last stage,” said Kang.
“Our number one goal and the
greatest accomplishment is to start up
production successfully.”
What is mixed xylene used for? It
makes paraxylene, which is made into fabric
for clothes we wear or plastic bottles for our
soft drinks–one of the many petrochemical

products derived from crude oil that is
closest to our everyday life.
“It’s the first case of two top-ten
conglomerates in Asia’s fourth-largest
economy joining forces in a joint
venture,” Kang said, referring to Hyundai
Heavy Industries Group and the retailto-chemical Lotte Group. “Both Hyundai
Oilbank and Lotte Chemical have facilities
to make paraxylene, but found it hard to
secure the raw material.”
“Now that Hyundai Chemical provides
the raw material, the company starts life
with a captive market,” he added.
China, with the largest population in
the world, is the biggest consumer of
paraxylene, but lately has stepped up its
paraxylene production to about 5 million
tons per year–matching South Korea’s
production capacity.
“Recently, the paraxylene industry is
in a downcycle due to a supply glut. But
petrochemical products have about
a 10 year cycle, so demand will once again
outweigh supply, making prices rise and
triggering an upcycle again,” said Kang.
“As we begin production at the end of
this year, I don’t think this is a bad timing.”
Although Hyundai Oilbank has the
highest profit rate among all local oil
refiners, due to having completed chain
facilities to upgrade heavy oil–which
are of lower value–to more profitable
products such as gasoline and diesel, the
company chose to enter a new business
instead of resting on its laurels.
Kang, a trained engineer who says it
takes at least 10 years for an engineer
to be able to design and solve problems
on his or her own, knows the tricky and
sometimes dangerous business of oil
refining plants better than anyone.
In setting up Hyundai Oilbank’s ‘fluid
catalytic cracking’ facilities, one of the
most important conversion processes in

Annual Production Capacity Target of Mixed Xylene

1   Million

ton

oil refineries that is notoriously difficult
to operate, he and his team succeeded in
stabilizing the process in the first try–
a feat unmatched by local competitors.
“Technology can be bought at a price,
but the skill to operate that technology
can’t be bought. That means we need to
continuously develop talent. That’s the
most difficult issue,” said Kang.
The oil refining and petrochemical
industries are by nature energy
guzzlers–with Hyundai Chemical alone
spending 400 billion Korean won per
year on energy, despite being situated
next to Hyundai Oilbank’s plants and
sharing their support facilities.
That means even a 10 percent
decrease in energy use can add
a tremendous competitive edge against
rivals, and Kang actively seeks ideas from
the company’s workers on energy-saving
and increasing the percentage of valueadded petrochemical products.
Fitting his schedule around plants
that run 24 hours, 365 days a year with
four teams of a male-dominated crew
that works in 3 shifts per day, Kang eats
dinner with the crew and plays foot
volleyball to keep communication strong.
“The plants we build contain dangerous
materials, with attention required at
every detail at every moment. Otherwise,
they face the risk of major personnel and
property losses. That is why the quality of
talent is most important.”
By Teresa Lee
The writer is a journalist based in Seoul.

ㅈ
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Hi-CRP,
A New-Concept
Contra Rotating
Propeller

Inner Propeller Shaft

Outer Propeller Shaft
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The Hi-CRP system gains 8.5%
more efficient improvement than before
at the speed of 15.5 knots.

8.5%

AFT Inter. Shaft

Hallow Shaft
(for Container)

Gear & Coupling

FWD Inter. Shaft

H

yundai Maritime Research
Institute (HMRI) has developed
a new contra rotating propeller
named Hi-CRP for very large crude
carriers (VLCC) to improve fuel and
operational efficiency.
The contra rotating propeller consists
of two propellers and two shafts. A screw
propeller thrusts a ship by its rotation,
which also creates a rotational flow
behind the propeller. This rotational flow
does not contribute to the ship’s thrust
force, causing energy loss.
The CRP system can significantly
improve the propulsion efficiency by
recovering a part of the energy lost
by the rotational flow, hence reducing
the fuel consumption. It also makes
the ship sail straight forward thanks
to lower rotational flow, and reduces
the revolutions per minute of the unit
propeller, ensuring lower noise and
vibration on sail.
The CRP was first applied for VLCCs
built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
(MHI) and Imabari Heavy Industries (IHI)
in 1993, and the ships have operated
flawlessly up to this day without damage
and mechanical malfunction. However,
their CRP system has not received the
spotlight because of its quite complex
structure.

Hi-CRP, Simpler and More Efficient
HHI’s CRP system “Hi-CRP” can lower the
cost more than the existing CRP systems
with a simpler structure and a more
efficient lubrication system.
As the CRP system is attached to
two rotating shafts, it is marked with a
sophisticated lubrication oil system. MHI
and IHI use hollow holes in the inner
shaft for lubrication of aft roller bearing.
This requires a high pressure injection
system, causing higher installation
costs. However, Hi-CRP is incorporated
between inner and outer shafts for oil
path. This method can allow Hi-CRP to
be structurally simple and to have a
lighter box for oil distribution. Fewer
components can assure easier installation
and disassembly.
The Hi-CRP model test was performed
for 300,000-DWT VLCC at the target

speed of 15 knots, resulting in estimated
efficiency improvement of 8.5%.
The examination of the successfully
working CRP system required different
mechanical check-ups: shaft alignment
to check the bearing the reaction force;
bearing the pressure to calculate and
evaluate pressure level in the area of
stern bush; CFD analysis for performance
of CRP; and torsional vibration analysis to
estimate the vibration.

Full Scale Model Test
A full scale model test has been
performed to verify the reliability of
the Hi-CRP, completing various test
specifications lists including propeller
speed, temperature and oil film thickness.
As a result, all items satisfied the selected
criteria, and also overall integrity of the
oil lubrication system was verified.

Future Plan
Given the normal operating cost at the
current fuel price of $240 per ton, it
takes about eight years for operators
to recover their investment for HiCRP. However, if the oil prices go up to
$600 per ton, the payback period can
be shortened to about three years. In
this regard, HHI expects Hi-CRP will be
one of the simplest and best ways to cut
operating costs, meeting market demand
for more efficient propulsion systems.
HMRI is researching the maintenance
of Hi-CRP which is the main interest
of shipowners, and plans to obtain
the Approval in Principle (AIP) from
international classification societies. After
reviewing further efficiency improvement
and cost reduction, the Institute will
extend its application to not only VLCC
but also other ship types including
containerships.
By Kim Yeon-tae
Researcher / Hyundai Maritime Research Institute
kyt1215@hhi.co.kr
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Innovative Power
Solution Provider
In MEE 2016

H

yundai Heavy Industries (HHI)
participated in the Middle East
Electricity (MEE) 2016 at the Dubai
World Trade Center on March 1-3, 2016.
MEE is the world’s leading power event
featuring facilities for power generation,
lighting, renewable and nuclear energy.
Launched in 1975, MEE marks its 41st
year in this year, and is by far the most
prestigious trade fair for the electrical
industry in the region. The event is hosted
annually in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
This year, over 1,550 vendors from 60
countries around the world took part in
the exhibition. The number of exhibitors
has been on a steady rise, with MEE 2015
featuring 1,403 vendors from 58 countries
and MEE 2014 presenting 1,271 vendors
from 56 countries.
HHI, excluding the year of 2010, has
participated in the exhibition every year
since 2007 to identify market trends
and customer needs. Thanks to the ever
increasing exhibitors and visitors, MEE
has become a valuable opportunity
for companies like HHI to attract new
clients and gain insights from latest
developments in the field of power.

MEE 2016
March 1(Tue.) - 3(Thur.)
Dubai World Trade Center

Promotion Film
Open Meeting Space
Display Items
420 kV Substation Model

Thermal Overload Relay (TOR)

N800S LV VFD

Magnetic Contactor (MC)

N800S LV VFD

Thermal Overload Relay (TOR)

N800A LV VFD

Magnetic Contactor (MC)

N800A Demo LV Inverter

Magnetic Contactor (MC)

C-GIS

Molded Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB)

Magnetic Contactor (MC)

Air Circuit Breaker (ACB)

Thermal Overload Relay (TOR)

Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB)

Magnetic Contactor (MC)

On Load Tap Changer & Motor Drive

Bar & Information

Customer-Oriented Booth Design
Under the slogan of “Innovative Power
Solution Provider”, HHI designed its 90m2
booth with a blend of blue and white
color to highlight its corporate identity.
The lighting box on top of the booth was
made into an “H” shape (taking after the
initial letter of HHI) to combine artistry
with the corporate identity, or to add
artistic touch to the corporate identity.
In particular, for several years, HHI booth
has been located in 4C 10 at Hall 4 which
is right in front of the MEE entrance. The
prime booth location has helped attract
and retain a huge amount of traffic.
Also, two “L”-shaped presentation boards
were set up to ensure the corporate identity
is easily noticeable, and the booth and
meeting area were designed to be open and
inviting so that visitors could see all of HHI
products on display even outside the booth.
Furthermore, HHI sought to maximize
customer convenience by installing demo
inverter. It expressed the dynamic functions
and performances of the inverter.

2

1

3

1 iF Design Award-Winning HG-Series Medium / Low Voltage Circuit Breakers
2 36kV C-GIS N800A 3 Demo Low Voltage Inverter

An observer from United Arab Emirates
said, “I’ve been coming to MEE every
year since 2011, and I find myself always
entering the HHI booth, since it is situated
right in front of the entrance. You simply
can’t miss it.”

Product Showcasing in line with
Latest Market Trends
HHI displayed and promoted main
products including 420kV substation
model, C-GIS, HG-series low & medium
circuit breaker, tap changer, and N800
demo LV inverter.
What’s notable was HHI’s display
concept focused on low and medium
voltage products. “The latest trend of MEE
is the reduced participation of large EPC
contractors and developers whereas the
number of LV / MV handlers is increasing.
This trend can be interpreted by the
cancellation of large projects and orders
in the Middle East. In response to this
trend, we reinforced sales force for low and
medium voltage products in MEE 2016,”
said Lee Ho-jun, communications officer of
Electro Electric Systems Division of HHI.
iF Design Award 2016:
HG-Series Low & Medium Circuit Breaker
Each product in HHI booth grabbed the
attention of the audience, but one of
the hottest items was ‘HG-series Circuit
Breaker’ that won the 2016 iF Product
Design Award last month.
HHI won the iF Design Award 2016 for
its HG-Series Medium / Low Voltage Circuit

Breakers (MV / LV Circuit Breakers) models.
HG-Series MV / LV Circuit Breakers
are designed based upon an explicit
understanding of HHI’s electro electric
product lines and user needs. The circuit
breakers’ rounded corner design and
the H-shaped blue light accentuate the
identity of HHI and its electro electric
products. Also the color is intended
to conjure up images of comfort and
softness found in domestic appliances,
which reduces workers’ tension and in
turn improves its user-friendliness.
The HG (Hyundai Global)-Series is a
premium brand of HHI’s electro electric
product lines launched last October. What
makes HG-Series MV / LV Circuit Breakers
a winner of the iF design awards is its
functional versatilities: eco-friendliness,
expandability and compatibility. The HGSeries’ improved features have enhanced
their compatibility with other electrical
products. The ease of installation and
lightweight for relocation also add to the
user satisfaction.
The DEKRA(KEMA)-certified circuit
breakers’ world-class insulation and
short-circuit current cut-off functionality
are benefits worth mentioning for users.
For more information on the HG-Series
MV / LV Circuit Breaker, please contact us
below.
Tristan Lim
Senior Sales Officer / HHI’s Electro Electric Systems Division
wblim@hhi.co.kr
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HHI Churned out
10,000th HiMSEN Engine

The HiMSEN engines
are medium speed
4-stroke engines
that HHI developed
independently with
10 years of R&D, and
can be used for both
ship propulsion and
power generation for
onshore power plants.

Cumulative Production of HiMSEN Engine
: 4 HiMSEN Engines					

2016

10,000
5,000

2011
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O

n March 4, Hyundai Heavy
Industries (HHI), the world largest
shipbuilder and marine engine
manufacturer, churned out 10,000th
HiMSEN (Hi-Touch Marine & Stationary
Engine) installed on a 14,400 TEU
containership ordered for Costamare.
This is the record the leading marine
engine maker achieved 15 years after its
first unit in 2001.
The HiMSEN engines are medium
speed 4-stroke engines that HHI
developed independently with 10 years
of R&D, and can be used for both ship
propulsion and power generation for
onshore power plants.
The engine features light-weight
design, high-output, and high-efficiency
and its versatility makes it an ideal option
as a main part of its proprietary mobile
power plant, Packaged Power Stations
(PPS) and Diesel Power Plant (DPP) for
power generation at places ranging from
disaster-stricken islands and remote areas
where the construction of conventional
power plants are not feasible.
The annual production of the engines
has increased rapidly from 4 units in
2001, 123 units in 2004, to more than 700
units from 2007, 5,000 in 2011. With the
world’s biggest market share of 22%, HHI
has exported the 4-stroke engines to 550
clients from 43 countries over the past

15 years. Staring from introducing
HiMSEN engines that can run on diesel,
now, HHI has HiMSEN engine lineup with
models that can run on natural gas and
the ones that can both run on diesel and
natural gas. HiMSEN engine’s superior
design has also been recognized in the
market by winning design awards at the
2010 International Forum (iF) Design
Award and Red Dot Design Award 2010.
In September last year, HHI introduced
the next generation CLEAN (Customer,
ReLiability, Environment, Acceptable
Technology, No Defect). The CLEAN
HiMSEN engine (Model H21C) realized
20 percent power output increase and
2 percent fuel efficiency enhancement
compared to the existing same class fourstroke engines, H21/ 32, while making
its physical size and weight 10 percent
smaller and lighter respectively with the
utilization of high pressure combustion
technology. The IMO Tier III-compliant
engine emits 98 percent less NOx with
the attachment of HHI’s proprietary
Hyundai Selective Catalytic Reduction
technology, NoNOx.
As it has always been, it will remain
committed to developing new marine
engine technology meeting everchanging market demand and customer
needs without resting on its laurels in
coming years.

2007

700

2004

HiMSEN

123

Total Culmulative Power

28,506,223 bhp

2001

The Number of Countries and Clients of HiMSEN

4

43 Countries
550 Clients

10,000th HiMSEN Engine
Model Name:
HiMSEN 7H32 / 40
Vessel Name:
Costamare,
14,400 TEU
Containership
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Creating a Window
Of Opportunity with
The Paris Agreement

The Paris Climate Agreement: Key Points

Global Temperature
-Aiming to hold global temperature
‘well below 2°
C above pre-industrial
levels and to pursue efforts to limit
the temperature increase to 1.5°
C.’

Global responses to
and cooperation on
climate change
should target
the next generation,
not the present.
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A

series of long and exhaustive
diplomatic negotiations have
finally produced an agreement.
At COP 21 held in Paris in December 2015,
the international community agreed to
create a new international climate regime
with universally binding rules by 2020,
namely the New Climate System.
The ultimate goal was to replace the
Kyoto Protocol regime, which was unable
to overcome the so-called tragedy of
the commons or public goods dilemma.
Global climate change threats have
become significantly grave in recent
years, and the existing climate system
proved incapable of coping with such
threats. UN Secretary-General Ban Kimoon even termed the Paris Agreement
a “monumental triumph” for planet Earth.
Approximately 150 years have elapsed
since the Second Industrialization
Revolution of the late 1880s, also known
as the Technological Revolution Era,
and the carbon-emitting civilization
has brought disastrous consequences
to the mankind and biosystems. The
explicit and implicit threats of climate
change such as the loss of biodiversity,
deforestation, food and water shortage,
natural disasters, and extreme weather
events have become the new normal.
In the current Anthropocene age,
climate change issues have become
constants that we must take into account
when we make decisions about the
future. In addition, as climate change

threats to nature are omnipresent
and transnational, the international
community has developed cooperative
systems to counteract climate change
threats.
The New Climate System foreshadows
the birth of new dynamics of political,
economic and social competition based
on international orders and norms that
are different from those of the past. For
the first time, the Paris Agreement has
enabled both developed and developing
economies to commit themselves to
putting forward ambitious and nationally
determined climate targets. Moreover,
both sets of countries agreed to report
on their progress in greenhouse gas
emission reduction targets using a
rigorous, standardized process of
review. Under the New Climate System,
there will be no dichotomous structure
dividing developed and developing
economies, and all member states will
pursue their own mitigation goals based
on the Intended Nationally Determined
Contribution (INDC) submitted to the
United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The New
Climate System heralds an international
regime that is based on universal norms
and rules, and all signatories to the
system are to play their part and be
bound by the principle of self-enforced
commitment, which takes into account
their own state of economic development.
Needless to say, advanced nations’

Burden-Sharing
-Developed countries must provide
financial resouces to help developing
countries
-Other countries are invited to provide
support on a voluntary basis

Finance 2020-2025
-Developed countries will provide
finance to continue their 2020
commitment of mobilizing $100
billion a year to support developing
countries until 2025.

Review Mechanism
-Countries will assess implementation
of action on mitigation, adaptation
and support, and revise and update
their emission reduction targets and
measures every five years.

financial and technological support
will serve the single most important
catalyst for bridging the long-existing
gap between developing and developed
countries, and for bringing about
developing countries’ active participation.
The changes in the political economy
of climate change are not limited to
government policies only. The Paris
Agreement sends a strong signal to the
private sector that the global economy
is moving toward carbon-free and clean
energy to build a ‘greener’ society. The
demand for such changes is generally
viewed as another new ‘cost’ by
economic and industrial sectors, where
cost-benefit analyses drive much of the
decision-making. In fact, cost may rise
over the short term, due to investment

Differentiation

Emissions Objectives 2050

-Developed countries must continue to
“take the lead” in the reduction of
greenhouse gases
-Developing nations are encouraged
to “enhance their efforts” and move
over time to cuts

-Countries will aim to peak global
emissions as soon as possible and
agreed to reduce emissions rapidly
to reach net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions in the second half of the
century.

Climate Damage
-Vulnerable countries have won
recognition of the need for “averting,
minimising and addressing” losses
suffered due to climate change

in facilities for mitigation or to changes
in sources of energy. However, greater
benefits may be forecasted, depending
on the time span of cost-benefit analysis.
In short, the cost-benefit analysis of an
industry’s ‘greening process’ may yield
different results, depending on whether
one takes a short-term or long-term
perspective. Moreover, economic indices,
which quantify cost and benefit, have
hitherto failed to account for carbon
emissions costs in any way. However,
international carbon-pricing mechanisms,
which will soon be negotiated by parties
of the UNFCCC, could significantly impact
cost-benefit analysis related to carbon
emissions from industrial processes.
Under the New Climate System, the
future of industrial sectors and businesses

will hinge on whether they opt for a
passive or proactive strategy. The advent
of the New Climate System and the
demand for greener societies may bring
crises to businesses, but at the same
time, they can present opportunities for
them to seek new pastures. For example,
stricter emissions regulations raise a red
flag for automakers and shipbuilders;
at the same time, they provide these
businesses with an opportunity to
develop green cars and green ships,
which are a blue ocean.
By Choi Hyeonjung, Ph.D
Research Fellow / Asan Institute for Policy Studies
choice@asaninst.org
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IMO TierⅢ: Intensified
Green Regulations

Emission Regulation
Control Matters

NOx

Rules

MARPOL
Annex VI
Regulation
13

Control
Area

Year

ECA

TierII

Global

TierII

2013

Remark
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

2020

2021

TierIII (North American ECA or U.S Caribbean
Sea ECA)

2022
Based on Keel Laying date
of New Construction Vessel

IMO MAPOL Annex VI NOx Regulation
Tier

Effective date

NO*Limit(g / kWh)

Changes

N<130rpm

130<=N<2000rpm

n>=2000rpm

Tier I

2000

17

45*n(-0.2)

9.8

Conventional Emission
Standards

TierII

2011

14.4

44*n(-0.2)

7.7

15~21% decrease from Tier I

Tier III

2016

3.4

9*n(-0.2)

1.96

80% decrease from TierⅠ

The emission standards aim to heighten the hurdles for air pollutants from diesel engines, boilers, incinerators and others.

Emission Control Area

TierⅢ will be applied
to all ships that start
building from 2016
and this standard must
be less than 80% of
the total nitrogenous
compound emissions
than TierⅠ.

Likely
Possibly by 2015
Maybe 2018
Unlikely before 2018
Unlikely

A

fter the 2015 United Nations
Climate Change Conference,
climate change is gaining more
attention from all sectors including global
shipbuilding industry. International
shipping is one of the major emitters
of Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), a major air
pollutant. In 2007 alone, 25 million
metric tons (Mt) of NOx were emitted
from ocean-going vessels. NOx took
15% of the total nitrogenous compound
emissions by humans; therefore, it
brought up the need to regulate
emissions from ships.
As a result, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and other institutions
discussed air pollution controls in 2008.
The Marine Environment Protection

Committee (MEPC) decided to phase
emission standards in from TierⅠfor
conventional emissions, and from TierⅡ
and Ⅲ for future emissions.
Tier Ⅲ will be applied to all ships
that start building from 2016 and this
standard must be less than 80% of the
total nitrogenous compound emissions
than TierⅠ. Thus, it requires environmentfriendly equipment and technologies such
as reduction devices and after treatment
technologies on engines and other major
systems on ships.

Bearing in mind that the demand for
eco-friendly marine engine products
is on the rise, HHI, the world’s largest
shipbuilder and a leading marine engine
maker, announced that it unveiled the
world’s first High Pressure Selective
Catalytic Reduction (HP SCR) system for
the dramatic reduction of NOx emission
coming out of 2-stroke marine engines.
The HP SCR can reduce NOx emission
up to 99 percent by using ammonia as
a catalyst, and thus complies with IMO
NOx Tier III requirement that took effect
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HP SCR System Piping Plan

Exhaust Gas Manifold

HHI is stepping up
efforts to develop
new technologies
targeted at the market
demands for ‘ecofriendly, more efficient
and smarter ships.’

in January 2016. The eco-friendly marine
engine add-on already draws keen
attention from major shipping companies

SCR Reactor

in that it can run on heavy fuel oil that
costs half as much as marine gas oil.
HHI completed the certificate test of
the HP SCR, the fruit of an 18-month long
research and development, in December
2015 with the presence of DNV-GL. The
first HP SCR is slated to be installed in a
20,600 m3 LPG carrier under construction
at Hyundai Mipo Dockyard, a shipbuilding
affiliate of HHI on February 5, 2016. HHI
won the orders of five HP SCR to date,
and set the annual order target of more
than 100 units by 2018.
In response to the harsh challenges
in the shipbuilding industry, Hyundai
Heavy industries is stepping up efforts
to develop new technologies targeted
at the market demands for ‘eco-friendly,
more efficient and smarter ships.’

MAN 6S50ME Engine HP SCR Reactor

HHI’s New Technology for LNG Carriers,
Integrated Hull Structure (IHS)

As an add-on to 2-stroke marine engine,
SCR technology is one of the most fuel efficient and
cost effective technologies available to help reduce
diesel engine emissions.

HHI is the only Korean shipbuilder capable of building both membrane type and
moss type LNG carriers. Recently, HHI is applying the integrated hull structure (IHS)
concept in building four moss type 150,000 cbm LNG carriers ordered from Petronas,
Malaysia. IHS cover is designed with the purpose of enhancing the strength of
the LNG carriers’ containment tanks. Improved fuel efficiency resulting from
reduced vessel weight with the lowered cargo tank barrier made of extremely
thick and heavy steel plates is another benefit of IHS.
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HHI’s
Moscow
Office:

Moscow is the epicenter
of Russian business and
the gateway to CIS
countries both
geographically and
economically.

Excavate New
Opportunities

B

efore a recent slump caused by the economic crisis in
2015, Russia had seen a remarkable economic growth
and had been accredited as an engine of the global
economy, one of the most important emerging economies called
BRICs. Now the country is reeling from commodity fallout and
geopolitical uncertainties, but many think that the country still
has a broad spectrum of business opportunities in the market
with tremendous potential.
Now, Russia has the world’s 11th largest economy by nominal
GDP or the 6th largest by purchasing power parity, with the 5th
largest nominal military budget. Russia is a great power and
a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council,

HHI’s
Moscow Office
Arbat
District
World Trade Centre

Khamovniki
District
Yakimanka
District

Spain

Finland
Norway

Moscow

World Trade Center, Ent. 3 #703, Kransnopresnenskaya nab. 12,
Moscow, 123610, Russia
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Beyond the Shipyard:
HHI’s Sustainable Sharing
Campaign

The Panoramic View of HHI’s Moscow Office Building

a member of the G8, G20, the Council of Europe, the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation(APEC), the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation(SCO), the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC),
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe(OSCE),
the World Trade Organization(WTO), and is the leading member
of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
Moscow, the capital of Russia, is the northernmost megacity
on the earth, the most populous city in Europe, and the sixth
largest city in the world. Its population is 11.5 million. According
to Forbes, Moscow has 79 billionaires, displacing New York as the
city with the greatest number.
HHI’s Moscow Office is engaged in the construction equipment
and electro electric systems businesses in Russia and other CIS
countries. The Office is forging solid partnerships with local
dealers, electrical companies and grid developers, and state
energy companies including Rosseti, Rosatom, and RushHydro to
implement large-scale investments projects across the country.
The Moscow Office’s construction equipment team has already
cemented its position as one of the leading brands in Russia’s
earthmoving machine market. Given the harsh weather in Russia,
the team is focusing on Hyundai excavators and forklift vehicles
specially calibrated to harsh weather conditions. The construction
equipment team consistently strengthens its after-sales service
network with talented mechanic specialists to cover the vast
territory of Russia.
The electro electric systems team has made a wide stride after
building up a close cooperation with the Russian energy grid
operator Rossetti and its related companies in 2014. HHI and
Rossetti have been developing a long-term strategic cooperation
for their gas insulated switchgear needs. The Moscow Office’s
electro electric systems team is offering HHI’s outstanding products
and proven services for Russia’s electrical industry. The team is also
finding an opportunity to develop close relationship with Russia’s
nuclear energy company of Rosatom and RAO ES of the East for
power plants in the far eastern region of Russia.

HHI’s Moscow Office has set up this year’s sales target of $50
million. Considering the deepening economic slump, the Moscow
Office is redoubling to stabilize partnership with local companies
for the guarantee of financial security.
Even though Russia is modernizing and developing
infrastructure for the upcoming 2018 FIFA World Cup, recent
recession is affecting the economic stability and solvency
condition in the country from the short-term perspective. Russia
is expected to shrink their investment due to staggering low oil
and gas prices in the longer term. However, the Moscow Office will
become the most reliable business partner in Russia and other CIS
markets. The office continues to excavate inexhaustible mine of
opportunities in the vast market with tremendous potential.
By Baek Seung-yoon
Manager / HHI’s Moscow Office
alexsander@hhi.co.kr

Kang Sung-woo (Branch Head)
Jang Jung-woo (Manager of Construction Equipment Business)
Baek Seung-yoon (Manager of Electro Electric Systems Business)
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reezing temperature, along with icy
and biting winds, overwhelmed the
already-chilled shipyard of Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI) in Ulsan this
past winter. Even though HHI suffered
a series of setbacks in its performance
over the past five few years, it has opted
not to forget founder Chung Ju-yung’s
motive to create “a place where people
can live well together.” HHI’s start had
such philanthropic origins and has been
moving in the same direction with the
entrepreneurial spirit of the late business
tycoon.
HHI Group’s community activities
cannot be described as the most eloquent
or the most inspiring compared with
other business conglomerates’ work or
efforts to contribute to the prosperity of
the community, instead they are spending
days together in symbiosis. However,
there must be “something special” in
HHI’s move that is conducive to the
society because the beneficiaries pitch the
shipbuilder as an absolute superlative.
In the CEOs’ New Year message,
Hyundai Heavy Industries Group has
made versatile and multifaceted efforts
to sharpen its global competitive edge,
coupled with the leveraging of its current
potential to the full. Furthermore, the
Group has been committed to the
enterprise’s social responsibilities and
roles despite the difficult business
environment in recent years.

Envisioning a society of shared growth and
prosperity, HHI has developed various social
contribution activities.
Emergency Relief

0.04%
12 Mil

Etc

9.2%

2,781 Mil

Social Welfare

5.3%
1,602 Mil

30.3

Bill

total

Unit: Korean won

Art and Culture

56%

16,981 Mil

HHI’s CSR Activities in Numbers (2015)

Education

29.5%

8,970 Mil
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At the early stage, HHI Group’s
philanthropic activities mainly involved
in developing community service and
building extensive infrastructure for
the newly opened shipyard and the
community. To enrich the community life,
HHI opened schools, libraries, cultural
centers and sports facilities, and built
roads and hospitals for the community.
With these activities, sought to help
community members develop their
individual potential and lead a better life
in the emerging industrial capital Ulsan,
home to the global top car maker and
shipbuilder Hyundai.
HHI Group’s devotion to the
community got a grand start with the
establishment of University of Ulsan in
1970. Since then, HHI Group has executed
numerous initiatives purely for the
betterment of the community, which are
largely divided into five categories in
accordance with the ‘Nanum (Sharing)’
Campagin. This community service is to
share HHI’s business success with local
and international communities in the
following programs: ‘Wage Sharing’,
‘Work Sharing’, ‘Education Sharing’,
‘Neighborhood Sharing’ and ‘Culture
Sharing’. This social commitment is well
configured to improve the life and vitality
of the community.
HHI Group spent a total of 66.3 billion
Korean won (￦) ($55.3 million) in 2014
and 30.4 billion won during the first
10 months of last year to sustain the
corporate social responsibility programs
despite its sluggish business performance.
The Education Sharing, among others,
is the biggest benefiter, accounting for
more than 40 percent of the total tallied
for the mentioned period. In order to
foster educational opportunities at the
region and to help the Korean youth
in fulfilling their dreams, HHI Group
is running a wide range of schools
including the University of Ulsan, Ulsan
College, middle and high schools, and
kindergartens, sponsoring scholarship for
the local students.
In 2011, when public welfare needed
much improvement, the Asan Nanum
Foundation was established to promote
young startups and to foster young talents.
On behalf of founder Chung Ju-yung’s
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HHI continues to expand its investment in
education to support the Korean youth in
fulfilling their dreams as they face various
challenges.

Asan Nanum Foundation
Program
Asan Frontier Academy

The academy contributes to strengthening the domestic foundation
for noncommercial sectors, through leadership, innovative thinking,
professional training programs.

Asan Frontier Fellowship

The Asan Frontier Fellowship Program sends domestic fellows to NPOs,
NGOs, and advanced international agencies to foster new leaders.

Global Internship Program

The Global Internship Program offers opportunities for individuals,
regardless of their background, age, or gender,
to grow into global leaders through domestic education andworking
experiences abroad.

1 2

1 Philharmonic Ochestra performs at Concert Hall of Hyundai Arts Center
2 Hyundai Arts Center

HHI promotes
community service
by various programs
of performances ,
exhibition, movies,
cultural experiences
and sports activities.

1
2

1 The View of University of Ulsan
2 Asan Frontier Academy

motive to create “a place where people
can live well together,” the Asan Nanum
Foundation has carried out a wide variety of
programs such as Asan Frontier Academy,
Asan Frontier Fellowship, Global Internship
and Asan Institute for Policy Studies.
One of the examples was the Chung JuYung Startup Competition established in
2011. With its starting capital of
￦ 500 billion ($454 million) having gone
to a number of startups, the competition
celebrates its sixth anniversary this
year. This competition is widely seen as
fostering global leaders in Korea and
other overseas countries and promoting

youth entrepreneurship and venture
philanthropy. It backs the Foundation’s aim
for an open society that allows everyone,
especially the youth, to reach their full
potential, providing them with skills and
opportunities to realize their dreams.
For instance, Novato, which won the
top prize in the second competition, has
been acquired by Seoul-based Pandora
TV, the first video sharing website in the
world to attach advertisement to usersubmitted video clips and to provide
unlimited storage space for users.
HHI’s sharing programs has spread
out to the ‘Shared Growth Policy’ to
support the growth and development of
local subcontractors. Given a conviction
that the company’s competitiveness and
success depend on its subcontractors’
competitiveness, HHI Group supports
a variety of shared programs for
subcontractors to expand their sales
and positions at the global market, to
provide the training programs for their
employees, and to help them develop
their technology by sharing the Group’s
vast pool of the technology licenses HHI
Group developed.

In addition, the company has set up and
promoted its sustainable management
models in terms of business ethics and
compliance administration, abiding by
international norms and keeping up
transparency in delivering business
information to the public when required.
All these efforts are believed to have
enabled HHI to look forward to unwavering
interest and support from its customers
and regional community members for the
company’s sustainable future.
People may be willing to make a
￦ 10,000 contribution online to the
impoverished or the disabled. But getting
them to go somewhere, sit still just for
two minutes and make the same amount
of donation seems like the hardest thing
in the world -- perhaps almost impossible
in many occasions.
That’s why what HHI has done and
is currently doing to the community
should neither be taken for granted nor
underrated.
By Shim sung-won
The writer is a journalist based in Seoul.
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Overseas Offices
ASIA
Tokyo, Japan
Tel 81-3-3211-4792

AMERICAS
Osaka, Japan
Tel 81-6-62615766~7

Singapore
Tel 65-6337-2366

New Jersey, US
Tel 1-201-8164080~2

Houston, US
Tel 1-281-578-7097,
7802

Atlanta, US
Tel 1-678-823-7839

Mexico
Tel 52-55-2623-7048

Oslo, Norway
Tel 47-2310-0890

Athens, Greece
Tel 30-210-4282992~3

Moscow, Russia
Tel 7-495-258-1381

Jebel Ali, UAE
Tel 971-4-884-0566

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Tel 966-11-464-4696
/9366

Al Khobar,
Saudi Arabia
Tel 966-013-8493876~7

Luanda, Angola
Tel 244-923-585-130

Yantai, China
Yantai Hyundai
Heavy
Industries. Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-535-2165800~1

Wendeng, China
Weihai Hyundai
Wind Power
Technology Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-631-896-6000

Shanghai, China
Hyundai Heavy
Industries
China Investement
Co.,Ltd.
Tel 86-21-3357-5888

EUROPE
London, UK
Tel 44-20-8600-7124

MIDDLE EAST
Dubai (Fujairah),
UAE
Tel 971-4-425-7995

AFRICA

Overseas Incorporated Firms
ASIA
Beijing, China
Beijing Hyunda
Jingcheng
Construction
Machinery Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-10-83218347~8

Changzhou, China
Hyundai Construction
Machinery Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-519-85191002,1020

Yangzhong, China
Hyundai Heavy
Industries Electric
Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-511-88420666,0500, 0212,
0250

Taian, China
Hyundai (Shandong)
Heavy Industries
Machinery Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-538-349-0110

Shanghai, China
Hyundai Financial
Leasing Co., Ltd.
Tel 86-21-2033-2000

Shanghai, China
China R&D Center
Tel 86-21-5013-3393

Pune, India
Hyundai Construction
Equipment India
Pvt., Ltd.
Tel 91-21-3530-1700

Jakarta, Indonesia
Pt. Hyundai
Machinery Indonesia
Tel 62-21-2945-5019

AFRICA

MIDDLE EAST

Mansfield, US
Hyundai Ideal Electric
Company
Tel 1-419-522-3611

Montgomery, US
Hyundai Power
Transformers
USA, Inc.
Tel 1-334-481-2000

Itatiaia, Brazil
Hyundai Heavy
Industries Brazil
Tel 55-24-3352-2338

Lagos, Nigeria
Hyundai Heavy
Industries Co.,
Nigeria Ltd.
Tel 234-1-342-7729

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Hyundai Green
Industries Co., W.L.L.
Tel 965-6096-6639

Al Khobar,
Saudi Arabia
Hyundai Arabia
Co., Ltd.
Tel 966-13-898-4925

Sofia, Bulgaria
Hyundai Heavy
Industires
Co, - Bulgaria
Tel 359-2-8033200,3210, 3220

Bochum, Germany
Jahnel-Kestermann
Getribewrke Gmbh
Tel 49-234-339-0

Paris, France
Hyundai Heavy
Industries
France SAS
Tel 33-1-4637-1761

Budapest, Hungary
Hyundai
Technologies Center
Hungary Ltd.
Tel 36-1-273-3733

Artem, Russia
Hyundai
Electrosystems
Co., Ltd.
Tel 7-423-201-0110

Rotterdam,
The Netherlands
Tel 31-10-212-1567

AMERICAS
Norcross, US
Hyundai Construction
Equipment Americas,
Inc.
Tel 1-678-823-7777

EUROPE
Geel, Belgium
Hyundai Heavy
Industries
Europe N.V.
Tel 32-14-56-2211,
2214

www.seamarqhotel.com
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